What To Do If You Feel “Haunted”
STEP #1. THE ENTITY REMOVAL PRAYER PROCEDURES:
If for some reason you have the strange feeling that you
might have negative entities around you (whatever that
might mean to you!), find a quiet time, if possible, and do
the following exercise. You do not have to say this out
loud for it to work: Ask inwardly for your own Masters,
Guides, and Angels to help you to remove the entities. Say
the following, either silently or out loud: - "On all
levels of my existence, clear me and Shield me, with the
shield of the Holy Spirit." - "Clear any karma that I
might have with these beings, in this life or in past
lives." - "Clear all cause, effect, record, and memory,
clear and remove on all levels of my existence: entities,
Things, Its, gargoyles, mini entities, cellular entities,
lost Souls, devils, demons, satanics, whisps, creatures,
E.T.'s, aliens, witches, witches familiars, warlocks,
warlock familiars, sorcerers, impostors, black magicians,
or their helpers: - shackle clear and remove; - Beam Of
God, clear and remove; - or Beam of God, Net, Clear &
Remove; - OR WHATEVER IT TAKES TO REMOVE THEM. I ask this
only if it is for the good of the whole, and in alignment
with the will of Spirit." - This will remove regular
entities, those that are resistant to leaving, and the very
evil classes of entities, or demons. This method works!
STEP #2. REMOVING THEIR ENERGIES & THOUGHT FORMS (YOU MUST
COMPLETE STEPS #1 & #2 TO GET CLEAR OF THE ENTITIES):
*You will still have their thought forms, and dysfunctional
energies in your consciousness, after the entities are
removed. To get clear, you need use both parts 1 & 2.
Say the following: - "Clear all cause, effect, record and
memory. Clear, vent, and remove on all levels of my
existence all: thought forms, energies, hooks, hates,
addictions, fears, diseases, anxieties, curses, spells,
incantations, hexes, summoning, symbols, and evokings, that
they might have left. Clear all: calling cards, black
magic, black magic lines, entity attachment points, entity
energies, entity reproduction programs, eggs, cocoons,
sperm, placentas, entity slag, entity trails, entity
diseases, mini entities, entity halters, and all voo doo.
Clear all: European black magic, India black magic, Kahuna,
Aztec, Inca, Myan, Egyptian, Druid, Atlantean, Lemurian,

Alien, Enochian, and Wicca black magic. Clear: black
mirror energies, rebound curses, enchantments, death rays,
disease rays, sleep rays, hypnotic rays, psychotronic rays,
the evil eye, incantations, and spells; inter-planetary
beings contamination and their implants, black magic,
satanic curses and black magic, doorways, psychic
contamination lines, opposition and contamination from all
sources, black magic control lines, and control seeds.
Leave only love energy, love thought forms, and love lines.
I ask this if it is for the good of the whole, and in
alignment with the will of God & Holy Spirit. Balance the
ego and consciousness to accept these new changes, shield
this work with the Holy Spirit, and Seal it with the Holy
Spirit. Bless us in the Name Of God." Use the short form
below, after you memorize this long form above.
AFTER YOU HAVE USED THE ABOVE FOR 1 WEEK - THEN YOU CAN USE
THIS SHORT FORM BELOW:
"IF IT IS THE WILL OF GOD, CLEAR AND REMOVE, WHATEVER IT
TAKES, AND ALL OF THEIR PSYCHIC STUFF." (Use the long form
for a week, before you use the short form). You are
actually talking to your own Guides, Angels, and Masters
when you say this entity removal prayer. They are the ones
that remove the entities, and also their bad energies.
Most people have entities, and some are fully possessed.
Entities can also jump from person to person, can cause
depression, and bad health. Use this method, and Clear
yourself and your loved ones, daily. Always ask if it is
'The will of God, or the will of Spirit', when you Petition
for their removal.
Copy this handout, and share it with anyone who may need
it. It can make a difference. This article cannot be
published without consent from Whitneay
T. Vanwells.

